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Abstract. Human use trade to develop economy and technology til nowadays. Trade would benefit both parties but trade war is a movement that not worth for both parties. China-US trade war began since 2018, it has effect huge amount of global industries and global economy. Both countries' currency and those who has close business relationship countries’ currency exchange rate were influenced. Both country kept put increasing tariffs on their products so that huge amount of global industries had to seek different hedge strategies to reduce foreign exchange risks or eliminate them to offset foreign currency exchange risk. This research paper would first introduce the definition of the trade and trade war, then analyze what was happening during China-US trade war, next use examples from 10-K to show how US tech giants use financial strategy to hedge their risk exposure and state possible situations might facing when hedging. Last conclude with four ways to reduce reduce and forecast the foreign currency exchange rate risks.
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1. Introduction

This research paper would use China-US Trade War began in 2018 as an example, to analysis how global industry use financial strategy to hedge risk that exposure to foreign currency exchange risk. The first part of this research paper would introduce the difference between trade and trade war. Trade would benefit both parties, but trade war would reduce total benefit that both parties can receive. Trade War usually come with revenge by adding tariff at first, then technology block would happen. If trade war takes long, both parties economy would be hurt. Government would use extra monetary policy and fiscal policy to maintain the price level, unemployed rate, inflation rate and etc. One thing has been made clear though, these extra policy strategy, social unhealthy and social inefficiency can be denied by avoiding making war by trade.

Second part of this paper would explain what happened between china and US during 2018. They keep putting tariff on each other repeatedly so that the counter-party could earn less and limited their economy gross. Technology and commodity block are the ways they used to let global citizens avoid to purchase so that some global industries suffer. The most common risk these global industries are facing is foreign exchange risk. Third part, this research paper would discuss the concepts of foreign exchange risk and how they impact global industry.

Then, this paper will analyze a specific company about the problems they were facing and the strategies they used to hedge risks. last, this research focus on theoretical ways to reduce foreign exchange risk.

2. Trade and Trade war

2.1. Definition of Trade

In simple terms, trade is basically an exchange, voluntary in nature between two parties in requirement of each other’s resources [1].For example, goods and services. The definition of trade can be introduced simply-the process of desire by two parties exchange their goods or materials they are good at produce and service. That’s one of the most important way that countries develop economy and technology. But most of time, not everyone had something with same desire to trade. Until people found a way to set a creation that can be trade fairly for everything they could. Long time ago, people used to exchange by shell which is a desirable item for everyone. Nowadays, cash
is the thing acceptable for people. Benefit from trade is not only economic growth, but also exchange of culture and opportunities to leading to strives in development.

### 2.2. Difference between Trade and Trade War

The difference between trade and trade war can be easily explained by a mathematical equation. Let's say 5+5=10 represent trade. So we can see both parties could get equally advantage from each other. And 10 represent that the sum of profits from both parties. When this equation changes to 2+8=10. You can see one part is trying to get more profits from counterparty. Total profit is not changing, but once a party earn less because of their counterparty manipulation, it will come with revenge. The mathematical equation would become 4+4=8 or 2+2=4. We can see both parties profits reduce, total profits also reduce. This is a straight forward concept of China-US trade war.

### 3. Time line of China-US trade war

The China-US trade war was began in July 2018, it lead to tariffs on around US $550 billion of Chinese goods and US $185 billion of US goods under the administration of US president and Chinese president [2].

- **06/07/2018**: The trade war began, US put 25 percent tariffs on around US $ 34 billion of imports from China, it included cars, hard disks and aircraft materials. China imposed 25 percent tariff on 545 goods originating from the US worth US $34 billion, it included agricultural products, automobiles and sea foods.
- **23/08/2018**: 25 percent tariffs was put on US $16 billion of Chinese good by Washington, it included iron products, electrical machinery, railway materials, some instruments. As response, China put 25 percent tariffs back on US $16 billion US products. For example, orange juice, alcohol and motorcycles.
- **24/09/2018**: US put another US $200 billion tariffs on Chinese products. Then China put back tariffs on US products which was equal to US $60 billion.
- **01/12/2018**: Chinese president Xi Jinping and US president Donald Trump made an agreement that top trade war in next 90 days so that they can negotiate how to address both parties’ concern on imports and exports.
- **10/05/2019**: After both party fell to make an agreement, US increased tariff from 10% to 25% on Chinese products which worth US $200billion. As response, China added US $60 billion US goods from June 1.
- **15/05/2019**: Chinese technology company Huawei had been blocked in America by US Department of Commerce. US companies were not allowed to sell supply chain to Huawei.
- **31/05/2019**: After US Department of Commerce announced that Huawei had been blocked. The Ministry of Commerce announced that they would add these companies who broke the rule of market and use discriminatory strategy to hurt Chinese companies would be added in to blacklist.
- **01/06/2019**: The Ministry of Finance claimed that the reason they rose tariff around 10% to 25% is because of the response from China. It was called protectionism.
- **29/06/2019**: The US president Donald Trump claimed that the outcome of trade war was better than expected. He said China had an agreement about not adding any further tariffs on goods.
- **05/08/2019**: After Chinese yuan exchange rate fell below the 7 to the US dollar, the US quickly labeled China. It was the first time since 2008, Chinese yuan exchange rate reach 7 to the US dollar.
- **13/08/2019**: The US president Donald Trump claimed that he was planning to remove or delay 10% tariff on US $155 billion of Chinese products. For example, it included computers, smart phones and video games. These tariffs were planned to start on September.
- **23/08/2019**: Tariffs around 5% to 10% on almost US $75 billion of US goods was added by Chinese government. China also claimed that they would add back tariffs on American cars and vehicle materials started on December.
01/09/2019: An Oxford Economics research found that the tariffs US add back on Chinese products would reduce Chinese economic growth rate around 0.2 percent. It will reduce another 0.3 percent of economic growth rate. China expectation growth rate down to 5.7 percent, compare to 6.0 percent before.

11/09/2019: Chinese government decided cut 16 types of US products’ tariffs, it included animal feeds, caner medicine, and agriculture products. The US president Donald Trump also responded to delay further tariffs on Chinese goods until October 15th to show the respect for 70th anniversary of the People’s Republic of China.

11/10/2019: The US president Donald Trump claimed that he had successful negotiation with Chinese President Xi about trade war phase one deal. Donald Trump decided to delay the implementation of more tariffs on China goods. He said the negotiation was to help both country to have a closer conclusion about the trade war.

15/01/2020: The US president Donald Trump made an agreement with Chinese Vice Premier Liu He about phase one trade war deal. It included market access and property protection.

14/02/2020: China began to reduce tariffs on US $75 billion of US products which imposed on 2019. These tariffs included vehicle, agriculture productions, pork, chicken, beef, beans, oil, whiskey and seafood.

14/05/2020: China allowed to further import American agriculture products so that it move a big step along the phase one trade deal China and US made on January 2020.

01/09/2020: The US president Donald Trump eliminate trade war tariffs on masks, bluetooth technical materials and instruments from China.

14/09/2020: The US president Donald Trump posed restrictions on the Chinese cotton productions from Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region. The reason is about concern worker in that place would be force to work too much because of the widespread used of Xinjiang cotton.

15/09/2020: Chinese government decided to eliminated tariffs on 16 different US products for one year. It included caner drugs, seafood and oil. That movement show China take a another big step on further trade with America.

02/12/2020: The US new elected president Joe Biden claimed that the US will not make any new movement on trade war with China immediately.

4. Foreign Exchange Risk impact on global industry

4.1. Definition of Foreign Exchange Risk

Foreign exchange risk is a kind of risk would impact business financial performance or position because of the exchange rate changes between two countries [3].

There are three major types of foreign exchange risks. They often occurs when the company having business or have financial position in foreign country. Then volatility of both parties’ currency cause company to lose money or gross margin. These risks especially exist in company which being exporters and importers around the world.

First is transaction risk. It faced by a company when making financial transactions. It means the unexpected changes may happen before transaction settlement. Essentially, the time delay between transaction and settlement is the source of transaction risk. For example, a US company want transfer Chinese Yuan to its US account, if the exchange rate was 1 USD for 6.5 Chinese Yuan at the time of transaction. And the rate changes before settlement, it becomes 1 USD for 7 Chinese Yuan. That's a unexpected lost because of the foreign exchange risk

Second is economic risk. It is the risk appeared when market was affected by unavoidable macroeconomic volatility. For example, political issue or geopolitical instability. Russian Ukraine war is a typically task. The Russian ruble extremely drop down in one week. The trading market not even closed. Company who has huge position in Russian would be suffer [4].
Third one is translation risk, it means company has huge financial position of its assets, liabilities or equities in foreign currency. The risks would be higher when company holder greater position in foreign country.

There are many ways that currency risk can impact global industry. For example. A vehicle company buying vehicle fleets from Japan, steel from India, oil or gas from Russia. So its supply chains are facing currency exchange risk from different countries. A close evaluation it supply chain contracts with business partners in foreign lands can minimize currency risk.

Actually, in recent history, some major global manufacturers have reported heavy currency risk-related losses, for example, General Motors reported that fourth-quarter net income declined by $500 million due to foreign currency losses.

Russian Ukraine war can be a typical example that really affect currency exchange rate. As the image shows below, it’s clear to found that 1 ruble can by 0.0119119 USD on Feb 28 2022, then it suddenly goes down after Feb 28. It is exactly the date Russian began to attack Ukraine. While the global foreign exchange market is not formally closed to ruble trading. The Russian ruble has lost more than 64% to the dollar year (see Fig.1).

For example, the Japanese yen went strong in 2016 so that Tesla was facing greater cost. Because most of its battery cells were came from Japan by Panasonic. This increasing risk also had been marked in Tesla’s 10-K financial records as the picture shows below (see Fig.2).

When US dollar goes weak, Tesla can earn more profits as a exporter. Weaker US dollar means customer can purchase more with their currency than before. With the same reason, Tesla revenue would be hurt by any strength USD dollar. That’s also an explanation why Chinese government always hold their currency exchange rate very low to US dollar. Because as one of the biggest exporter country, low currency exchange rate can help them earn more (see Fig.3).
4.3. How US Tech Giants use Strategy to Hedge Currency Risk

Consider Apple as a classical example, they usually use foreign currency forward and options to hedge the volatility from currency exchange rate change. They realized they own a larger percentage of assets in foreign bases. So how to hedge or offset these huge amount of risk is an important task for them and they did well so far.

The weaken foreign currency compare to US dollar have negative influence to Apple. In some circumstance, Apple have to not raise international price to offset the risk from strengthen US dollar. It would hurt the gross margins of the company earns on foreign company. As the picture shows below, Apple also claimed their concern about currency exchange rate risk in their 10-K in 2021 (see Fig.4).

According to Apple 10-K in 2021, we can clearly see that Apple use financial instruments to offset its risk exposure to foreign exchange risk and interest rate risk. It also claimed the probability that Apple choose forward contracts, option contracts as cash flow hedges, typically for up to 12 months. Besides, Apple also says they could use cross-currency swaps to offset risks on its denominated term debt or marketable securities from fluctuations in foreign currency. Apple also enter into derivative instruments to hedge gross margins from foreign currency exchange rates. Comparing to 2020, Apple spend $19065 more US dollar on Foreign exchange contracts (see Fig.5).
5. Ways to Reduce Foreign Exchange Risk

The first way to reduce foreign exchange risk would be examine the supply chain: for example, a vehicle company can purchase parts from different countries [10]. It can purchase fleets and battery from Japan, oil from Russia. Exchange cash with different currency and examine the risk of each type of currency. A closely evaluation of supply chain could help company to reduce currency risks.

Second way is to trade in local currencies: When manufactures create contracts with oversea partners. They would like to lock the transaction in local currency. The reason is that overseas business would charges additional fees by converting to currency like US dollar.

Third solution would be work with oversea currency hedge company. After invest in foreign exchange currency company, it can reduce currency risk by using specific financial instruments just like what Apple did. It can lock in a forward contract that better hedge currency risk in that country.

Be sensitive about currency alert would also be a good way. Usually, most of currency volatility can be predicted by news or company announcement. Once get the alert, company can immediately decide which financial instrument to hedge risk. It enable company to better prevent and manage foreign exchange risk before it hurt company’s gross margin.

6. Conclusion

Trade began in human history is basically an exchange, voluntary in nature between two parties in requirement of each other’s resources. Human use trade to develop economy and technology til nowadays. But trade war is a movement that not worth for both parties. It hurt both parties’ profit and it is not easy to stop in short time. Relationship around these two countries also has been weaken. The trade war between China and US still continue. They seems both struggling to deal with the relationship.(10)It was imposing tariff on each other at the beginning, then it changes to technology block. It was wasting labor force and both countries government budget. Global industry have to seek different ways to hedge the foreign currency exchange risk that trade war bring to them. For example, just like Apple, found their way to hedge risks by using cross-currency swaps, option contracts and
forwards contracts to hedge these risks. It definitely affect the cash flow transaction of company. Many company without specific knowledge or professional risk management department are hard to offset foreign currency exchange risks. For these company, examine the supply chain, trade in local currencies, work with oversea hedge company and be sensitive about currency risk alert would be better ways to reduce risks.
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